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Annual Report
GENERAL
The turnover of AB Volvo during 1958
amounted to kr. 799 million compared with kr.
685 million during 1957. (See opposite page).
New investments; during the year less the
value of assets disposed of, amounted to kr.11.9
million. The depreciation reserve rose by kr.
14.9 million. The book value of production facilities thus decreased by kr. 3.0 million.
Prices of materials decreased during the year
while wages continued to rise. The Company's

products were sold during the year at mainly
unaltered prices.
During the financial year kr. 10 million was
set aside for the Pensions Fund and kr. 20
million for a trading investment fund. The corresponding allocation during the preceding year
to the Pensions Fund was kr. 15 million.
The net profit for 1958 amounted to kr. 14.9
million compared with kr.12.3 million for 1957.
The liquid assets of the Company increased
successively during the year.

MARKET CONDITIONS, PRODUCTION, CAPACITY, WAGES, ETC.
The Swedish Market
After record sales of private cars on the
Swedish market during 1957, which led to a
total number of 154,347 car registrations, there
was a certain decline in 1958 with a total number of registrations of 147,229.
The decline was mainly confined to the second half of the year. The reason for the decrease in sales was partly due to the somewhat
unsteady state of business and partly to the
strain placed upon the organization and economy of the motor trade by the greatly increased
turnover in second-hand cars.
Concentration towards the five leading makes
of cars continued to be apparent during 1958
since these makes accounted for 83.3 °/o of all
car registrations compared with 82.0 °/o during
1957.
Volvo's share of total car registrations during
1958 amounted to 31,145 or 21.2 %. The corresponding figures for 1957 were 27,907 and
18.1
During the first quarter of 1958 Volvo's share
was 17.6 %, during the second 20.3 %, during
the third 19.8 % and during the fourth quarter
26.7 %.
The most notable features of Volvo car sales
during 1958 were the introduction of the new
PV 544 and the greatly increased demand for
the 121, 122 S.
The PV 544 met with great public interest
and it was soon apparent that demand considerably exceeded supply which meant that cust-

omers had to reckon with considerably extended
delivery times.
About 13,000 of the old PV 444 were manufactured and delivered during the year while a
corresponding figure of about 5,500 of the
PV 544 was reached during the last four months
of the year.
In September the High Court gave its ruling in
the case concerning the PV Guarantee. The case
against the former Managing Director of the
Company was rejected and this judgment confirm ed the legality of Volvo's guarantee obligations. As an immediate result of this the PV
Guarantee was also extended to include the 121,
122 S.
About 10,000 121, 122 S and about 4,700
station wagons and vans were manufactured and
delivered. The introduction of the PV Guarantee
for the 121, 122 S accounted for a considerable
increase in sales of this model.
The model PV 830 taxi was sold out during
the year.
Trucks numbering a total of 13,394 were
registered in Sweden during the year compared
with 12,643 during the previous year which
im plied an increase of 5.9% .
Registrations of petrol-powered trucks increased only slightly from 8,585 (luring 1957
to 8,657 during 1958, or 0.8 °/o.
Volvo's new petrol-powered truck series,
L 420 and L 430, had a very good reception and,
within competing weight classes, viz. petrolpowered trucks with payloads of over 2,000 kg.
(2 tons), Volvo's proportion was 63.5 %. Volvo's

share of all petrol-powered trucks registered
amounted to 37.2 % compared with 36.1 % the
year before.
Registrations of diesel-powered trucks during
the year increased by 16.7 % to 4,736 compared
with 4,058 the year before. During the year
Volvo's share declined from 49.3 to 48.2 % due
to the fact that the Company does not manufacture a truck in the lightest diesel-powered class
and that sales of this type increased during the
year.
Volvo's diesel-powered truck sales increased
by 13.8 % from 2,001 to 2,277 units.
Volvo's share of diesel truck sales within the
classes wherein Volvo competes, viz, vehicles with
payloads exceeding 4,000 kg. (4 tons), remained
unaltered at 50.5 %. The Company thus maintained its 11-year old standing as the leading
diesel-powered truck make in the country.
Volvo's share of total truck registrations,
41.0 %, implied a conspicuous lead in the
market.
Bus sales in Sweden during 1958 were characterized by continued reticence. Thus only 394
units were registered compared with 541 during
1957.
The decline in passenger density, especially
in country districts, resulted in a further shift
towards small bus units where Volvo was not
represented. For the most part, ready-built
small buses were imported from abroad.
Volvo's share therefore declined from 31.4
to 17.4 % while that of small buses rose from
19.4 % during 1957 to 36.6 % during 1958.

Exports
Volvo exports reached new records during
1958. The number of units exported rose to
31,911 from 24,066 during 1957, an increase of
32.6 %. The value increased to kr. 299 million
from kr. 242 million in 1957, that is, 23.6 %.
The figures do not include Penta marine and
stationary engines. The fact that the sales value
did not increase in proportion to the number
of units exported was because the export increase related to cars which represent a considerably lower value per unit than the heavy
diesel-powered trucks and buses which constituted the main part of the remaining exports
Of the increase in exports, rather more
than half went to USA and the remainder to
other export markets of which specially Den-

mark, Finland, Canada and South Africa showed
good increases. A further increase in sales to
USA and to several other markets would have
been possible had the Company's productive
capacity been greater. Sales in USA, which is
the Company's largest car market as far as exports are concerned, exhibited continued favourable development during the year, with a
consolidation of the dealer network, above all
on the servicing side.
The continued increase in the export of cars
also led to most of the export value lying within
this product type which, during 1958, accounted
for 60 % of the value of all vehicles exported.
Exports of trucks and buses remained fairly
constant during the year with a decrease of
373 trucks and an increase of 246 buses. Truck
exports to South America declined considerably
because of import restrictions imposed by the
various countries during the year, which, however, were partly compensated for by an increase
in other markets, principally Finland, Norway,
Portugal, the Congo, Morocco and the Near East.
The Scandinavian countries continue to play
a considerable role in truck and bus exports
which during the course of the year was further
accentuated by sales to Finland, rendered possible by the cessation of import restrictions at
the end of 1957 and which amounted to 654
units during 1958. In Norway Volvo took first
place not only as regards cars but also in the
truck and bus market.
A subsidiary company was formed in
Frankfurt-am-Main during the year with a view
to starting up sales in the German market and
at the same time to organize service workshops
and spare parts sales there.
Agreement was reached with a firm in London to undertake sales of the Company's cars
on the British market.

Orders in hand
The value of orders in hand which amounted
to kr. 122 million at the beginning of the year,
was kr. 102 million at the end of the year.

Liquid assets
The Company's liquid assets increased considerably during 1958. In addition to the favourable trading result, the relatively low level of
capital expenditure and quicker payments from
abroad contributed to the improvement.

Buildings, plant and machinery
Work was begun during the year on a new
workshop building of about 6,300 square metres
(about 1 1 /2 acres) at the Gothenburg factory. The
purpose of this building, which is reckoned to be
ready for use in the spring of 1959, is to provide
an increase in the productive capacity for cars
and at the same time to permit a more rational
layout of final assembly and subsequent adjusting
processes.
A three-storey office block will be attached
to this building to provide space for the increased office organization arising as a result of
the growing scope of activity. Apart from this,
certain minor rebuilding operations, removals
and plant replacements were carried out.
The extension of the office building at the
Skövde factory begun during 1957 was completed during the year. Otherwise investments
at the Skövde factory were confined to normal
replacements of machinery and equipment as
well as a certain complementing of the machinery.

Expansion of production facilities
1958 provided a breathing space as far as
investments were concerned, both for the parent
Company and subsidiaries.
A transfer to two-shift work to a greater extent than earlier permits an increase in productive capacity. Thus the 1959 manufacturing
programme allows for about 83,000 units.

The previous Annual Report stated that the
Company was investigating the possibility of a
further increase in car production. This planning work continued and during the year the
Company took steps to acquire a new industrial
site within Torslanda Rural District situated
about 5 miles from the existing plant. No decision has at present been taken regarding the
building of a new car factory.
During 1959 the Company intends to build
a new experimental workshop for the technical
development departments within the existing
industrial site at Gothenburg.
At the Skövde factory the Company intends
during 1959 to start work on the expansion of
the foundry and on certain additions to and
rebuilding of the diesel engine factory.
For building investments during 1959, the
Company will be able to make use of proceeds
from the Investment Fund.

Wages
The average number of employees and their
total income from the Company are shown in
the following table.

COMMENTS ON THE ACCOUNTS
The financial position of the Company at the
end of the year and the profit for the year are
shown in the Balance Sheet and Profit and Loss
Account attached to this Report. The Board
and the Managing Director consider that the
following comments should be made on the individual items:

BALANCE SHEET
Assets
1.

Buildings, plant and machinery

The purchase price of the Company's fixed
assets at the beginning of the year amounted to
kr. 147.4 million. The Depreciation Fund stood
at kr. 84.7 million and thus the net value was
kr. 62.7 million.
During the year the fixed assets were increased by the following amounts:

The depreciation for machinery and equipment includes kr. 2 million for extra depreciation over and above the Company's normal provision.
The Depreciation Fund has been debited with
kr. 410,000 in respect of previous depreciation
on property withdrawn from use during the
year.

The table below gives details of the plant and the Depreciation Fund at the end of the financial
year together with the rateable and fire-insurance values.

The property has been maintained and repaired in accordance with customary plans and the cost
of this, kr.12,004,000, has been debited to the Company's trading accounts for the year.
2.

Shares

In conjunction with the division of production
activities at Köping into two company entities,
the name Köpings Mekaniska Verkstads AB was
altered to Volvo-Köpingverken AB. See further
"Activities of the Group" on page 13.
By means of a bonus issue in Svenska Flygmotor AB which took place during the year, the
Company increased its holding of shares in this
undertaking by 31,250 at a nominal value of
kr.100: - each. This made no difference to the
book value of the shares.
In the American subsidiary companies,, Volvo
Import, Inc., and Volvo Distributing, Inc., new

shares were subscribed to a value of $ 95,000 in
each company.
During the year a subsidiary company was
formed in Frankfurt-am-Main, Volvo GmbH,
with a registered and paid-up capital of DM
200,000. This company is responsible for the
selling of Volvo products in Western Germany.
All the shares in Mercamotor SA, Lima, were
taken over by the Company during the year
against certain guarantees given by Volvo. This
company has represented Volvo in Peru for 6
years.
All shares in Helmer Pettersons Fabriks AB
were sold during the year at the nominal value,
kr. 300,0'00.

3.

Loans to subsidiaries
Volvo-Köpingverken AB repaid kr. 9.2 million of its loan from Volvo during the year. A balance of
kr. 5.3 million of this loan remained outstanding at the end of 1958.
4.

Stocks
The value of the Company's stocks as shown in the balance sheet consists of both physical stock
and contracted orders to the value of kr. 380,737,000. The physical stock is shown below divided up
into different groups and compared with the corresponding figures for the previous year.

The gross values shown in the table are based
on minimum cost and replacement prices as at
December 1958.
Material prices showed a tendency to decline
successively during the course of the year.
Finished stocks rose by kr.19.2 million chiefly
because of a delayed export shipment at the end
of the year and because the stock of trucks for
the Swedish market, which at the end of 1957
was insignificant, increased during 1958 to a
more normal level in relation to sales.
The increase in the stock of spare parts by kr.
5.2 million depended not only on an increased
volume of sales but also on a higher degree of
preparedness, especially where parts of foreign
origin were concerned.
In spite of the increased volume of production
and a higher degree of preparedness for imported material, the production stocks increased by
only kr. 2.5 million.
The value of contracted goods fell successively
during 1957 and 1958. This decrease is a result
of the shorter covering times now applying for
purchasing of material.

During the year surplus material and obsolete
spare parts to a value of kr. 3.3 million were
transferred to scrap stock. Considerable clearing
up of this stock was carried out. Kr. 2.0 million
was recovered as a result of sales and consumption of material from the scrap stock. Kr. 2.0
million was appropriated to cover obsolescence
arising during the year in material which was
not transferred to the scrap stock. Thus the net
cost during the year as a result of changes in
obsolescent stocks amounted to kr. 3.3 million.
The general stock reserve remained unaltered.
5.

Outstanding accounts

The book value of the Company's outstanding
accounts decreased during the year by kr.
1,822,000. Foreign accounts were brought down
by kr. 7,776,000 in spite of increased exports.
The total accounts receivable at the end of
the year amounted to kr. 117,002,000. The table
below shows gross figures after which deduction
is made for appropriations considered to be
necessary as regards loss risks.

As regards the reserve for unsecured debts of
kr. 11,476,000, the sum of kr. 3,923,000 is in
respect of accounts receivable from the foreign
subsidiaries.
The reserve was decreased during the year by
kr. 2,344,000 in respect of recovered previously
written-off accounts and by kr. 43,000 in respect
of reserves for accounts definitely written off.
On the other side the sum of kr. 1,830,000 was
appropriated during the year, this being charged

Liabilities
1.

Share capital and shareholders
Of the Company's share capital of kr. 90
million, the sum of kr. 56.25 million has been
subscribed by shareholders and kr. 33.75 million
transferred from retained profits.
In order to ascertain how the Company's share
capital was distributed between various classes
of shareholders, the Board, as in previous years,

2.

Investment Fund
According to the decision of the Board in November 1958, kr. 20 million was appropriated to
a trading investment fund whereupon the sum
of kr. 8 million was at the same time deposited in Sveriges Riksbank. The Company intends to make use of the greater part of this fund
during 1959 for building investments.
3.

Pensions Fund
At the beginning of 1958 the Pensions Fund
amounted to kr. 28,950,000. The Fund was

to trading overheads. The net decrease of the
reserve during the year amounted to kr. 557,000.
6. Cash at banks and in hand
These assets increased from kr. 43,715,000 in
1957 to kr. 96,266,000 at the end of 1958. Of this
amount kr. 8,000,000 stood in a special account
in connection with the investment fund in Sveriges Riksbank and kr. 6,304,000 on bank
account in Norway, of which kr. 2,318,000 was
earmarked exclusively for payments in Norway.
called for an investigation as to how the dividend for 1957 had been distributed during 1958.
At the end of the year the dividends on
1,753,935 of the 1,800,000 shares had been
cashed while 46,065 coupons had not yet been
presented for payment.
The following table shows how the shares were
distributed between various classes of shareholders

debited during the year with kr. 580,0100 in
respect of disbursed pensions and further with
kr. 3,103,000 representing payments to SPP for
the second of the age groups which, in accordance with agreement with the staff employees'
associations, will successively revert to complete
old age pensions insurance through SPP or a
similar organization, by 1st April, 1960.
On actuarial grounds the Fund was augmented by kr. 2,198,000 in respect of pension
commitments not insured through SPP and kr.
868,000 in interest payments. In addition, the

Board decided in December 1958 to grant the
fund an extra appropriation of kr. 10 million.
At the end of the year the total assets of the
Fund amounted to kr. 38,333,000.
4.

Debenture loan
At the beginning of 1958 kr. 7.5 million
remained outstanding of the kr.15 million loan
which the Company took out in 1947. A total of
kr.1.5 million was repaid in 1958 and of the remainder, kr. 4.5 million was placed under longterm debts and kr. 1.5 million under short-term
debts (to be repaid in the spring of 1959). The
loan is due to be repaid in 1962. The debenture
certificates entitle holders to payment from the
Company's assets immediately after the liquidation of other debts.
5.

Bank loans
The amount of kr. 7.8 million shown in the
Balance Sheet concerns a long-term bank loan
taken out during 1956.

10. Sundry liabilities and appropriations
These are divided into three categories. The
first includes liabilities incurred by the Company
before the end of the financial year
and covers
r
such commitments as arrears of wages, appropriations for holiday pay to staff and works
employees, pay-as-you-earn tax deductions and
other similar items. The second includes appropriations and reserves while the third concerns the commitments incurred by the Company
under the PV guarantee.

Mortgage loans
Long-term mortgage loans of kr. 0.9 million
were taken out during the year in connection
with the purchase of residential property.

The appropriations include reserves set aside
for anticipated costs in connection with manufacturing agreements with foreign subcontractors and also internal profits on the finished
stock of Volvo products at the Company's
foreign subsidiaries.
Kr. 30 million of the appropriation for the PV
guarantee may be regarded as a long-term debt.

7.

Contingent liabilities

6.

Promissory loans
During the year a new long-term promissory
loan of kr. 3.5 million was taken out. Of the
promissory loan of kr. 4.3 million taken out
during 1957, kr. 1.2 million which becomes due
for payment during 19'59 was accounted for
amongst short-term debts.
Commitments in respect o f contracted goods
In the same way that the value of contracted
goods has been entered on the assets' side of the
Balance Sheet, so the liabilities' side includes
the commitments of the Company in respect of
the purchases in question.
8.

The extent of the Company's contingent liabilities is shown in the table below:

Securities pledged
At the end of the year the Company had
pledged the following securities in respect of
loans taken out and advance payments:

9.

Advance payments from customers
Advance payments from customers decreased
during the year from kr. 21.7 million to kr. 11.5
million. The latter amount includes advance
payments on Government orders to the extent
of kr. 7.4 million.

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT
The information and figures given in the
Profit and Loss account can also be summarized to indicate the manner in which the money

paid by customers for the Company's products
is utilized.

In this connection it should be remembered
that the Company sells chiefly to dealers and
that the selling price is thus not the price which
the individual customer pays for a vehicle or
spare part, but the price paid to Volvo by the
dealer.

It should further be borne in mind that, although responsible for design, the Company buys
a large proportion of the component parts of a
vehicle in a ready-finished condition so that the
Company acts both as a merchandizing firm and
a manufacturing company.

This analysis was first introduced into the Annual Report for 1947 and to enable a comparison to
be made, the figures for 1947 are also included in the following summary:

Of the gross profit, kr.10 million was appropriated to the Pensions Fund and kr. 20 million
to the Investment Fund.
Otherwise the above analysis shows the effect
of the various cost factors on the year's results.
The increases in costs concomitant with the
expansion of business were covered by fuller

use of productive resources, continued rationalization and a favourable development of
material prices. The great demand for the
Company's products enabled a notable increase
in turnover to be achieved at largely unaltered
selling prices which to a great extent contributed
to a favourable result for the activities of 1958.

THE ACTIVITIES OF THE GROUP
Sweden
Volvo owns 62.5 % of the share capital of
Svenska Flygmotor AB, Trollhättan which, in
addition to jet aero engines, also manufactures
printing machinery. During 1958 Flygmotor
showed a profit of kr. 4,400,000 of which kr.
2,000,000 was distributed. Of this amount, kr.
1,250,000 accrued to Volvo.
Activities at the wholly Volvo-owned subsidiary in Köping are now divided into two company entities. This division was carried out as
regards organization and administration on 1st
July, 1958. The results of activities for the whole
year are accounted in the undertaking VolvoKöpingverken AB which, on the 31st December
1958, handed over all assets connected with the
machine tools and castings branch, exclusive of
properties, to a subsidiary which continues this
activity under the old name of Köpings Mekaniska Verkstad AB. Volvo-Köpingverken AB
will henceforth manufacture exclusively Volvo
products, mainly gearboxes and rear axles.
After an extra appropriation of kr. 3 million to
the pensions fund, the Köping undertakings
show a profit of kr.1,007,000 for 1958, of which
kr. 900,000 is to be distributed.
Volvo owns all the shares in AB BolinderMunktell, Eskilstuna. This company manufactures front axles for Volvo. Together with its
own range of tractors, the company also manufactures and sells Volvo tractors for both the
Swedish and export markets. In addition, the
company manufactures road-making machinery,
combined harvesters and marine and industrial
engines while the manufacture of sawmill and
woodworking machinery has now been discontinued. After an extra appropriation of
kr. 5 million to the pensions fund and an
appropriation of kr. 2.1 million to an investment
fund, the company showed a net profit of kr.
1,357,000 for 1958, of which kr.1,200,000 is to be
distributed.
The Volvo sales of marine and industrial engines are conducted through AB Penta whose
results are included in Volvo's activities. Penta's
turnover increased further and in 1958 amounted to kr. 27 million of which half was related
to exports.
All the above-mentioned dividend distributions will be accounted for in the Volvo
accounts for 1959.

A summary of the balance sheets of the three
first-named companies is given in a special
appendix to this Report.
After making deductions for inter-company
deliveries, the turnover of the respective companies during 1957 and 1958 amounted to the
following figures:

The average number of employees within the
Group in Sweden during 1958 totalled 13,715
and wages and salaries paid out during the year
amounted to kr. 184.7 million.

Abroad
Volvo's two subsidiaries in USA which, during
1956-1957 began operations in Detroit, moved
their activities during 1958 to a newly acquired
head office in Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey,
close to New York. The internal and external
organization of the companies was reinforced
during the year and the activities showed a profit. During 1959 Volvo will receive a dividend
of $ 8,000 from both companies.
The Finnish subsidiary, OY Volvo-Auto AB,
had a successful year and will also be declaring a
dividend on the 1958 profits.
The German company, Volvo GmbH, shows
a small loss for the first year of its activity.
The sales company in Peru, Mercamotor SA,
which Volvo took over during the spring of 1958,
is engaged in a reorganization of previously
unprofitable credit business. The activity of the
company is limited by severe credit restrictions.

Group results
The realized net profit of the Group for
1958, after deduction on account of minority
interests, amounted to kr. 17.0 million. After
deduction of the Parent Company's proposed
dividend and appropriations had been made to
the legal and special legal reserves, the
available profits of the Group amounted to
kr. 26.6 million at the end of 1958 compared
with kr. 20.5 million at the end of 1957.

Consolidated Balance Sheet
Following the practice of previous years, the
Board is issuing a Consolidated Balance Sheet
as an appendix to this Report.
The Consolidated Balance Sheet displays in a
somewhat concentrated form the corresponding
headings found in the Balance Sheet of the
Parent Company, with, however, two significant
differences.
In its balance sheet Volvo shows "Contracted
Goods" on both the assets and liabilities sides.
This is not done in the case of all the subsidiary
companies. In order to achieve uniformity this
item is deleted from both the assets and liabilities side in the Consolidated Balance Sheet.
Finally the Consolidated Balance Sheet deals

with about kr. 20 million amongst the liabilities
under the headings "Consolidated Reserve" and
"Foreign Reserve". The difference between the
nominal value and the book value of shares in
the Swedish subsidiaries shown by Volvo and
other companies in the Group, is accounted
under the heading "Consolidated Reserve". The
previously mentioned bonus issue by Svenska
Flygmotor AB explains the increase in the consolidated reserve.
Under the heading "Foreign Reserve" is
included partly the difference between the book
value and nominal value entered by Volvo and
other Swedish companies in the Group of certain, particularly older, interests of foreign subsidiaries and partly certain capital reserves in
foreign subsidiary companies.

DISPOSAL OF PROFITS

The attached Balance Sheet has been prepared on the assumption that the General Meeting will
approve the recommendations of the Board and Managing Director as regards the appropriation to the
Reserve Fund and the Dividend.

Gothenburg, March, 1959
A. Gabrielsson
H. Hallström

H. Törnebohm

F. Hartmann

Bengt Junker

Karl Granfors

Ebbe Svensson

G. Engellau

Aktiebolaget Volvo
Profit and Loss Account for 1958 and available surplus as at 31 st December, 1958

With reference to the Auditor's Report handed in by us this day, we, the undersigned, certify that the above Profit and Loss
Account agrees with the Company's books examined by us.
Gothenburg, 24th March, 1959

Åke Fryklund

Stig Danielson
Auditors

Aktiebolaget
Balance Sheet

Volvo
31st December, 1958

Auditors' report
on
Aktiebolaget Volvo
We, the undersigned, who were appointed to
examine the Company's accounts and the administration of the Board and Managing Director,
herewith submit the following report in respect
of 1958.
To enable us to carry out our task we have had
access to the Company's books, the annual report
submitted by the Board and Managing Director,
the Minutes and other documents giving information on the finances and administration of the
Company.
The accounts have been examined by specially
appointed persons.
The legal requirements concerning the ownership of shares and the relationship with subsidiaries have been complied with. A Consolidated
Balance Sheet has been prepared. The proposed
dividend distribution may - taking into account
the status of the Group and the results of the
activities of the Group as a whole - be considered as complying with good business practice.

We have no adverse comments to make in
respect of the accountancy documents, the
Company's bookkeeping, inventories of its assets
or otherwise regarding the administration of the
Company. We recommend that the General Meeting:
approve the Balance Sheet of 31st December
1958 prepared by the Board and Managing
Director and signed by us;

distribute the available profits of kr.
26,288,409: 32 in accordance with the recommendations of the Board and Managing
Director which includes appropriations to
the reserves as prescribed by law, and

grant the Members of the Board and the
Managing Director indemnity for their administration during 1958.

Gothenburg, 24th March, 1959
Ålve Fryklund
Chartered Accountant

Stig Danielson
Chartered Accountant

SUMMARY
of the Balance Sheets of the Chief Subsidiary Companies of AB Volvo
as at 31st December 1958.

Consolidated Balance Sheet as at 31st December, 1958

Handelstryckeriet, Göteborg 1959

Volvo
breaks a Swedish
record

31.145 Volvo
cars
registered in Sweden
in 1958
Volvo headed the list of registration statistics
for Sweden in 1958. No other make could compete as far as the number of registrations was
concerned. Never before in Sweden have so many
cars of one make found so many buyers. The
highest figures in the country have also been
noted for Volvo trucks, both petrol-powered and
Diesel-powered. Volvo took an uncontested first
place among all the automobile firms in Sweden.

CARS

PETROL-POWERED TRUCKS

Volvo

31,145 = 21.2

(over two tons)

Concern II

28,782 = 19.5

Volvo

Concern III

24,842 = 16.9

Concern II

1,210 = 63.6%
385 = 20.2%

DIESEL-POWERED TRUCKS
(over four tons)
Volvo
Concern II

2,240 = 50.5%
2,048 = 46.2%

Volvo
in the USA
The new Volvo Import Inc. and Volvo Distributing Inc, office
building in Englewood Cliffs.

Three years ago the first shipment of Volvo cars
was sent to the United States. Since then the
demand for the Swedish car has increased steadily.
During 1958 the value of exports to the USA
reached 105 million Sw.Kr. - a figure that made
Volvo the biggest Swedish exporter to the United
States. The corresponding figure for the other
Volvo export markets was rather more than 207
million Sw.Kr. The total value of exports was
thus 312 million Sw. Kr.
At the head of the organization responsible for
the import, distribution and sales in the United
States is Volvo Import Inc., with an office outside
New York. Volvo Import Inc. has a total of
400 dealers associated with one or other of the
three American Volvo distribution companies.
Volvo Distributing Inc. is responsible for the sales
on the East Coast, Middle West and the southeast States. Auto Imports Inc. takes care of the
eleven Western States. Swedish Motor Inc. has
a district covering the southern and southwestern States.

Holidays
In 1948 Volvo bought the island of Trälen which
lies south of Marstrand on the West Coast of
Sweden. Today on the island of Trälen, which has
an area of about 25 acres, there are 51 holiday
bungalows and a long-house sub-divided into five
individual bachelor quarters. Each year for more
than two months beginning in the middle of
June about 650 people have their holidays here
in two-weekly periods. A new kitchen and restaurant building will be ready in time for the 1959
summer season.
The pleasant sand beach on
Trälen is a paradise for both
large and small.

The well-planned bungalows each
consist of a sitting-room, bedroom
and kitchen. They are beautifully
located at various points all
over the island.

The drawing above is a perspective sketch of the new kitchen
and restaurant building.
The Volvo holiday island is in the delightful Bohuslän archipelago.

